
Mid-term test  

Name: ____________________   Date: ___________________   Score: _________________  

<1-3> Choose the correct opposite for each word.  

1. short   

a. small             b. long               c. under            d. black   

 

2. plus  

a. equal             b. add               c. minus            d. small  

 

3. curly      

a. haircut            b. yellow            c. cool              d. straight  

 

 

<4-6> Fill in the blanks.  

 

 

 

4. Eyes __________ cut from potatoes.  

 

5. It _____________ yellow petals and a straight stem.  

 

6. I ___________ a big red bike. 

 

 

<7-10> Choose and complete each sentence.  

7. A teacher helps children to __________. (teach / learn)  

 

8. The group gets smaller when you ________. (take away / fly in) 

 

9. White paint and black paint become _____________. (gray / purple)  

 

10. The group gets bigger when you ____________. (fly away / add)  

 

 

 

has       want        are  



 

 

<11-13> Complete the half sentence. 

Sample) I am a little bird, and I eat seeds.  

 

11. ___________, and I eat green grass. 

 

12. I’m a horse, and ____________.  

 

13. ______________, and I eat lettuce and carrots. 

 

 

<14-16> Unscramble the sentence.  

14. has  /  branches   /   It     /   long    

 ______ _______________________ 

 

15. will  /   get   /   we   /   orange  

 ________________________________________.  

 

16. blue   /   are   /   in   /   birds    /   a tree  /   There   /   three    

 _________________________________________ 

 

<17-20> Choose the correct answer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where is my umbrella? 

Is it on the desk?  No. 

Is it next to the closet?  No. 

 

I will look under the seat. 

Is it under the seat?  No. 

Where is my umbrella? 

 

I will look in my bag. 

Here is my umbrella! 

 



17. What am I doing?  

a. I am looking for a seat.  

b. I am buying a new bag. 

c. I am looking for my umbrella.  

d. I am watching TV.  

 

18. Where is my umbrella?  

a. in my bag  

b. under the seat  

c. on the desk  

d. next to the closet  

 

<19-20> Choose the correct answer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19. Why does a squirrel have big teeth? 

a. to eat nuts  

b. to swim in a pond  

c. to run fast  

d. to see at night  

 

20. Which animal has long ears?  

a. a pig                 

b. a frog        

c. a horse  

d. a bunny  

Animals have special body parts. 

 

A bunny has long ears to hear. 

A duck has big feet to swim fast. 

A horse has a long tail to swish bugs. 

 

A squirrel has big teeth to eat nuts. 

An owl has big eyes to see well at night. 

A frog has long legs to jump high. 

 

 



Mid-term test(Answer key)  

Name: ____________________   Date: ___________________   Score: _________________  

<1-3> Choose the correct opposite for each word.  

1. b. long  

2. c. minus 

3. d. straight  

 

<4-6> Fill in the blanks.  

4. are 

5. has  

6. want  

 

<7-10> Choose and complete each sentence.  

7. learn  

8. take away  

9. gray  

10. add  

 

<11-13> Complete the sentence. 

11. I am a cow   

12. I eat a lot of hay 

13. I am a rabbit 

 

<14-16> Unscramble the sentence.  

14. It has long branches. 

15. We will get orange. 

16. There are three blue birds in a tree. 

 

<17-20> Choose the correct answer.  

17. c. 

18. a.  

 

<19-20> Choose the correct answer.  

19. a. to eat nuts  

20. d. a bunny  


